Abstract-A voiceldata cellular system is studied in this work. Analytical methods are used based on generating functions techniques. An extended simulation analysis it was also carried out, defining the main performance parameters and their impact on system behaviour. The limits or analytical study are investigated and solutions through simulation methods are proposed.
INTRQDUCTION UTURE communication networks are expected to handle
a variety of data traffic types, including digital voice, facsimile, video, file transfer and interactive information services. These services will be offered not only by stationary terininals but also by land mobile terminals which will be totally integrated into tlie public cominunications networks.
Cellular mobile networks have been studied extensively last years. Frequency assignmelit techniques, cliaimel access models, transmission quality, standards for interfacing with the wired network as well as traffic management are some of the topics gained attention. Especially, referring to the last topic, a mathematical model has been developed [1]- [3] adequate Tor lrafFic analysis of mobile coniniunications systems. The important parameters of voice coiiimunication systems, i.e. blocking probability of new calls, handoff requirement probability, forced termination probability e.t.c, have been stated as functions of the system state probabilities. The cases of vehicular as well as portablc terminals havc becn covered. But as far as we know there is no analysis for mixed media cellular systems -voice, data, video-which will be widely used in the near future.
In this work, we extend the mathematical model of [l] for the purpose of studying a voice-data cellular system. In the second section the mathematical model is presented and the main performance parameters are evaluated. Simulation analysis is carried out and results are presented in the third section. Conclusion and suggestions for fbrther analysis are finally staled.
M~THEMATICAI, MODEL
A. SYSTEM DESCFXPTION Without loss of generality we concentrate on the study of a highway cellular system, Fig. 1 The system rule is described in Fig.2 , where in each ,cell there are C-Ch channels available for new calls and packets, C channels available for handoff calls and packets and an infinite queue. If there is no free channel after a handoff requirement a call is forced into termination while a packet i s placed in the queue in FIFO order. New packets that do not succeed to get a channel in the cell of their arrival are blocked and cleared from the system. Once they have got a channel they remain in the system, possibly transferred from one queue to another, till they finish their service. In the following we define the main performance parameters of the system which are: a)the blocking probability PB of new voice calls (the average fraction of new calls that cannot find a channel and are cleared from the system). b)the probability of forced termination Pfi of handoff voice calls (the average fraction of handoff attempts which are unsuccessful). c)the delay probability PD of a handoff packet, (the probability that a handoff packet will not get a channel and remain in the queue all the time it is transferred through a cell). d)the mean waiting time in the queue Dq of handoff packets and e)the queueing probabillity Pq of a handoff packet where Pq denotes the probalbility that a handoff packet enters the queue (but probably it will get a channel anytime it is transferred through the cell).
Except from the unencumbered service time 1 4 we need also to define the random variable T, being the channel holding time of a new call or packet in the cell of its arrival and the random variable Th being the channel holding time of a handoff call or packet in a cell after a successful handoff.
The channel assigned to a call or packet will be held until either the service is completed in the cell of the assignment or the vehicle moves out of the cell before service completion. Since the distribution probabilities of channel holding times of handoffs (TjJ and new arrivals VJ are different from each other, the channel holding time of a new arrival TB, and the channel holding time of a handoff arrival THll will be Assuming independence of q,T, and of 7;,,Tb the distribution functions of THn and THh are given by (3) Then the distribution fnnction of the total channel holding time THin a cell is
where yc is the ratio of the average successful handoff attempt rate to the average successful new arrival attempt rate, given by a " H ( I -p~) j a p~( I -p ,~~) ( 6 )
Now we assume that T, and T ' are exponentially distributed with means T7, = i / p n and Th = i / p h .With the above assumption the distribution and density functions of TH are given
The mean value o€ fT, (t> is equal to According to the previous description the state diagram of our system is given in Fig.3 and the state probabilities are given by:
Then the blocking probability PB of a new arrival either voice or packet is The probabilities P,and Po are given in (34) and (35) Then the probability Po is the probability that the allowed residing time in the cell is less than the necessary waiting time W in the queue (to get service), that is The handoff requirement probability for new arrivals PN that is the probability that the unencumbered session duration exceeds the residing time in the cell of the arrival is given as follows Similarly the handoff requirement probability for a handoff arrival PHis equal to a? (20) We also need to evaluate the number of times N that a packet requires a handoff (or equally the number of cells it crosses till the service completion). The packet will require exactly N=k handoffs if all of the following events occur: a)it is a nonblocked packet arrival b)it requires the kth handoff, and c)it is completed before another handoff is needed. This probability is
Anp + a m
The mean value of N is found to be And finally the total mean queueing delay (of a packet is given by The service time had an exponential distribution, its mean value being variable. And 4) C44 channels were available for each cell with C' =lO channels for handoffs. All the events were randomly generated by the appropriate distribution functions. The location of the new arrivals in the cell was generated randomly under a uniform distribution.
The simulation program was written in C and run on VAX 9000. Statistics were collected for 3 h of simulated system after the system re,ached the steady state. In the following we present some of the siinulation results. In Fig.4-Fig.9 the probabilities of blocked calls and packets, forced calls, finished calls and packets and the mean queueing delay of packets are presented as functions of new call arnval rate in Non-Priority Scheme ( N e Cb=u), and in Handoff Priority ( H e Ch)9 Scheme. The influence of packet loadmg is clearly shown as well as the influence of the priority given on handoff packets. In Fig.10 the comparative performance of the main measures of the system is given, for a better interpretation of the steady state operation. We notice that, even under light data loadmg, congestion effect5 are early noticed (Anv=O.Q. A supplementary study was made considering the effects of service time variations on system perforniaice. 111 Fig 11-Fig. 12 we present lllese effccls 011 the mean packet queueiiig delay aiid on the probability foi forced call termination which are of main interest. Simulation results are found to be very satisfactory and helpful in optimising the system performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A mixed media cellular system has been studied and evaluated. The main performance parameters and their influence to system behaviour were studied. The main result of this study is that mixed media cellular systems are very complex and hard to analyze but the efforts are not trivial since these systems will be widespread soon. Analytic study is very hard to accomplish even for the simple case we have described. The cases of preemptive priority of voice over data as well as of "multilayer" cellular systems ( macrocells covering microcells ) are very difficult to be analysed by this model and two or three dimensional models are probably more effective. Work on this direction is currently carried out.
Finally broadband services -video -must be by some means incorporated in the traffic analysis.
